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Abstract
The large object(LOB) such as text, image, audio, video, etc. has become one of the typically encountered data
type in today's multimedia information systems for business and other applications alike, and thus, needs to
be efficiently and conveniently handled through the database application programming interface(API). This
paper proposes an extension of the SQL Call Level Interface, a widely used API for database access, for
efficient and convenient LOB manipulation and definition .

Introduction
The modern information system is to store, retrieve, present, and update large objects(LOBs) such as text, image, audio, video,
etc., of which multimedia data is composed. As such, its underlying database management system(DBMS) is to efficiently support
LOB manipulation and definition through the application programming interface(API).
The SQL Call Level Interface(CLI) is a popular API for database
access (Venkatrao and Pizzo 1995), which fits the dynamic, open,
and/or distributed information system environment. For example,
the SQL CLI is the appropriate choice in developing an application
program(AP) such as the front-end of an information system
running on a PC client accessing the back-end remote database
servers across the communication network.
The SQL CLI is a set of functions which get an AP connected to
databases, request the execution of the SQL commands, receive
their results, and so on. The SQL CLI functions called by an AP are
executed through the CLI library, a middleware working between
the AP and the target DBMS. Each DBMS that supports the SQL
CLI needs to provide its own CLI library, which is implemented as
a dynamic library to be linked to the APs at run time (see Fig. 1).
If the CLI library for a particular DBMS conforms to some standard
specification of the SQL CLI (e.g., X/Open SQL CLI (X/Open
1992), ISO-ANSI SQL CLI (Melton 1993), ODBC interface
(Microsoft 1997), and JDBC interface (Fisher et al. 1999)), any AP
conforming to that standard is binary interoperable with that
DBMS.
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Figure 1. SQL CLI Library

In this paper, we propose an extension of the SQL CLI to make it a more efficient and convenient API in handling LOBs,
facilitating development of a full-fledged multimedia information system. The technical issues addressed in our proposal are LOB
manipulation and definition.
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Large Object Manipulation
In the SQL CLI specification by X/Open (1992), the function named SQLGetCol() can manipulate a LOB. It performs what we
call the segment transfer operation. Since a LOB is often too large to be retrieved all at once, an AP can retrieve the LOB in
pieces by calling SQLGetCol() repeatedly (see Fig. 2(a)). In the ODBC interface (Microsoft 1997), the function named
SQLGetData() can perform the segment transfer operation. The ODBC interface also provides the function named SQLPutData().
An AP can store a LOB in pieces into the database by calling this function repeatedly (Microsoft 1997).
In addition to these functions for the segment transfer operation, we propose that the SQL CLI provide the new functions to
support what we call the partial operation and the export/import operation on a LOB.
With the partial operation, an AP can manipulate an arbitrary byte range of a LOB instead of the entire LOB. It can retrieve, insert,
delete, replace any portion of a LOB. The byte range to be manipulated is designated with its starting offset and length (see Fig.
2(b)). An important functionality of the DBMS to support this function is the indexing of the LOB in terms of the byte offset. The
efficient storage structures for the LOB with such indexing capability were proposed in (Carey et al. 1986)(Biliris 1992a).
With the export/import operation, an AP can transfer a LOB between an operating system file and the database. A LOB is often
so large that the memory buffer allocated for an AP cannot store it in its entirety. In such a case, the export/import operation can
be conveniently employed (see Fig. 2(c)).
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Figure 2. Large Object Manipulation through SQL CLI

Large Object Definition
In the current SQL CLI standard specifications, the SQL data types that can be employed for a LOB include CHAR(n),
VARCHAR(n), and LONG VARCHAR for the character string, and BINARY(n), VARBINARY(n), and LONG VARBINARY
for the binary data. The first two are available for the SQL CLI specified by X/Open (1992), and all are in the ODBC interface
(Microsoft 1997).
With these SQL types, however, an AP can declare a LOB just as a long character string, i.e., a character LOB(CLOB) or as a
long binary data, i.e., a binary LOB(BLOB), and cannot declare the characteristics of the LOB in the application at hand. We
observe that in many multimedia applications, the requirements on LOB manipulation are not necessarily unrestricted. For
example, some LOBs are always accessed in a read-only mode, and some allow only a restricted type of update like the append,
which appends new data at the end of the current contents of a LOB, and so on.
We propose that the SQL CLI be featured with operational requirements of the LOB, supporting various types of LOBs like readonly C/BLOB, append-only C/BLOB, general-purpose C/BLOB, and so on, not just C/BLOB. For each LOB in the AP, an
appropriate LOB type can be chosen that best fits the application at hand.
2001 — Seventh Americas Conference on Information Systems
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The advantage of declaring a LOB with its appropriate type is that it can be stored in its most effective storage structure in the
database, resulting in considerable performance enhancement in manipulating it. (In (Biliris 1992b), it was shown that different
LOB storage structures have different performance characteristics with respect to various types of operations.) As for the read-only
LOB, for example, since there is no need to support any kind of update, its storage structure can be designed so that the retrieval
performance may be of the utmost importance. The candidates of such an effective read-only LOB structure include the long field
of Starburst (Lehman and Lindsay 1989) and the flexible LOB structure of EOS (Biliris 1992a).

Concluding Remarks
The proposed extension of the SQL CLI is under verification. As for the features of LOB manipulation, their prototype
implementation has been conducted on an extended relational DBMS equipped with the SQL CLI library that conforms to the
specification by X/Open. As for the LOB definition, the preliminary assessment of its efficiency through simulation revealed that
the I/O time for LOB retrieval could be considerably reduced with our proposal.
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